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The twilight between tired revellers and early morning risers had become Erik’s refuge, a place where 

the pains of past and present could coalesce in his ritual of the macabre. He’d dreamt of his tormentors 

again, beasts controlled by masters who understood their canine's savagery as intimately as a mother 

knew her child and recurring nightly, taunting his mind. 

Chilly breezes flowed down from the Lepontine Alps, carving patterns across Lake Como, so he 

drew his coat closer, protecting all but his face, but he wouldn't feel an arctic breeze there. He touched 

his pale cheeks, not to warm them for they were permanently cold, an immovable party mask. Instead, 

he felt the rough texture of the implanted skin, grafted to his face. Habitually, he reached into his coat 

pocket for a medicated ointment that soothed and camouflaged his face in equal measure. 

A single boat predictably made its way toward the Bellagio port, the first for the day, in wait for 

the steady procession of commuters and tourists that would navigate the Lombardy region, Italy's 

foothills to the Swiss alps. The light from the slow-moving boat cast a darker than usual spotlight on 

the famous U-shaped lake, lit by its twin light, a crescent moon. It took Erik back to a dark past when 

he ruled the Garnier from the recesses of its famous lake chamber. His rule was cut short through 

carelessness, a mistake he would not repeat. He’d return to the jewel of the opera crown and rule that 

grand world again, but this time he'd lead it from the stage rather than Garnier’s hidden lake. 

Were similar dark secrets contained in the black depths of Lake Como? The thought made him 

grimace, drawing pain. He held his mouth and cheeks, soothing the scar lines camouflaged beneath a 

thick beard. The scars, like his name, Erik, were all that remained of his past life, contingencies needed 

to protect him from those who’d seek to destroy him. 


